Looking for a rewarding volunteer experience? Take a look at volunteering for the Rhode Island committee of ESGR. ESGR stands for Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve. It is a Department of Defense sponsored organization aimed at promoting cooperation and understanding between Reserve Component service members and their civilian employers. ESGR has a presence in all U.S. states, territories and the District Of Columbia.

All experiences and backgrounds are welcomed, our volunteers come from all walks of life. But they all join for one main reason, to support the National Guard and Reserve members who protect our nation at home and around the world. It’s a unique and diverse experience that includes the intangible benefits of knowing you too are serving your country by advocating on behalf of those who both work

and defend our nation.
Rhode Island ESGR volunteers, employers, state officials and military leadership taking part in an ESGR “Boss Lift” at Camp Drum NY.

To learn more email Luisa M. Young: luisa.m.young2.ctr@mail.mil
Also visit ESGR.mil